
INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS
Accelerate Growth With a New Approach 



Today’s industrial manufacturers continue to 
contend with workforce challenges, sourcing 
bottlenecks, cyberattack concerns and inflationary 
pressures, while overall economic uncertainty 
lingers. 

Investments in technology and automation, as 
a part of a new approach to mitigate risk and 
reinvent operations, present an opportunity to 
address current demands while shaping your 
factory of the future. These investments hinge on 
partnership with a full-service technology advisor, 
as your guide to digitally transform your operations 
to broaden capabilities and accelerate growth 
profitably, productively and efficiently.

Complete visibility into key measures and 
metrics through a single source of truth for 
enhanced decision making

Our technology consultants have a strong knowledge of market trends, manufacturing 
processes and best practices, logistics and compliance requirements, and the latest solutions 
to ensure that your strategic goals are achieved within your budget and timeline. Some of the 
benefits realized by Net at Work manufacturing customers include: 

Improved customer and employee 
satisfaction rates

Achieved reliable, 24/7 access to data

Automated processes across the 
entire business

Saved time and improved margins through 
better forecasting, ordering and allocation 
functionality 
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Mitigating Risk Through the  Transformative Effects of Technology   

Strategic Collaboration Toward Success
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Why Net at Work? 
 
Your Manufacturing Technology Partner

Net at Work is one of the top Value-Added 
Resellers in the United States today, advising 
small-to-medium-sized industrial equipment 
manufacturing companies and providing 
extensive support, from software selection 
and implementation through Business Process 
Optimization and Fractional CIO & Advisory 
services.

We look at your operations holistically to 
understand your strategic plans and create a 
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“With Net at Work, we 
feel we have the in-
depth solution expertise 
and industry knowledge 
to assist us with cloud 
hosting, programming, 
accounting, manufacturing 
and whatever else crops 
up over time.”

Mark Hofer, CFO
Power Curbers Companies

technology roadmap that can help you achieve your goals and objectives at the necessary 
pace, within budget. And because our technology experts are versed in both legacy software 
and hardware environments as well as Next Generation, cloud-based solutions, we are uniquely 
positioned to help digitally transform your business. 

Proud member of the Association of Equipment Manufacturers
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Accelerate Growth with Your 
Digital Operations Platform
 
Next Generation ERP solutions are an integral 
part of Digital Operations Platforms (DOP), the 
successor to previous generations of accounting 
and business management software. These 
modern ERP solutions are built on cloud 
technology, making them easy to work with and 
simple to maintain. They allow your company 
to scale operations efficiently, without adding 
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more administrative personnel, and harness vast amounts of vital business data to help facilitate 
faster, better decision making. As the core of your DOP, Next Generation ERP supports and 
advances your relationships with customers, suppliers, distributors, employees, vendors and other 
stakeholders.   
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Power Curbers Companies Curbs 
Costs And Paves Road To Efficiency  

With complex, high-value projects 
to track and a field services crew to 
empower, Power Curbers, an equipment 
manufacturing company, needed concrete 
business management solutions to support 
its ongoing focus on lean manufacturing, 
waste reduction and an unmatched 
customer experience. Net at Work is the 
technology advisor the company leans on 
to keep its focus centered.  
 
Download the Full Case Study Here
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CHALLENGES SOLUTIONS IMPACT
Lack of consulting support 

No CRM integration 

Field service struggles 

Existing legacy system 
dependent on continued 
support from publisher 

Created a custom Digital 
Operations Platform (DOP), 
including: 

A new, modern software 
system with a proven 
combination of core 
manufacturing and 
configuration to structure the 
system well for the business

Private cloud hosting to 
support its configure-to-order 
and assembly operations 

Reliable internet connectivity 
and support through  
Cloud at Work 

Shaved over 25 minutes 
from its order entry process 

Rapidly pivot from Just-in-
Time inventory management 
to overcome supply chain 
challenges 

Achieved new-found 
visibility into its component 
parts 

Instituted more reliable, 
24/7 access to its business 
management solutions 
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Unleash the Power of Your Industrial Manufacturing Business 
Net at Work combines technology and industry expertise with exceptional communications to 
accelerate your growth. Ready to unleash the power of your business? Contact us. 
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